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ABSTRACT

A combination of advanced modeling techniques and
modern, special-purpose peripheral minicomputer tech-
nology Is presented which affords r e a l i s t i c predic-
t ions of plant transient and severe off-normal events
in LWR pov«r plants through on- l ine simulations at a
speed ten time.; greater than actual process speeds.
Results are shewn for a BUR plant s imulat ion.

The matbfnacical models account for nonequ i l lbr i -
ua, nonhoaogeneous two-phase flow e f f e c t s In the c o o l -
ant , for acoust ica l e f f e c t s In the acean l ine and for
the dynanies of the rec i rcu la t ion loop and feedwater
t r a i n . Point k ine t i c s Incorporate r e a c t i v i t y f eed-
back tor void f rac t ion , for fuel temperature, for
coolant temperature, and for boron concentrat ion.
Control systems and t r ip l o g i c are simulated for the
nuclear steam supply system.

The AD10 of Applied Dynamics International i s the
special-purpose peripheral processor. I t i s s p e c i f i -
c a l l y designed for high-speed d i g i t a l system simula-
t i o n , accommodates hardware ( instrumentation) i n the
input/output loop , and operates i n t e r a c t i v e l y o n - l i n e ,
l i k e an analog computer.

Results are 9hown to demonstrate computing capac-
i t y , accuracy, and speed. Simulation speeds have been
achieved which are 110 t i n e s larger than those of a
COC-7600 mainframe computer or ten times greater than
real- t ime speed.

INTRODUCTION

There i s an urgent need to reduce the computing
cost and manpower requirements for nuclear power plant
simulations, now being performed for the purposes of
safety and vendor audit analyses on large mainframe
computers. There is also a need for training simulat-
ors which can simulate severe accident conditions aC
real-time computing speeds.

These needs can now be met with a newly realized
technology that combines advanced thermohydraulic mod-
e l i i^ methods with modern, special-purpose minicom-
puter architectures such as that of the AD10 from
Applied Dynamics International (ADI) in Ann Arbor, HI.
The plant analyzer, which was recently developed at
Brookhaven National Laboratory, carries out plant
transient simulations for a BUR nuclear power plant at
simulation speeds up to ten times greater than real-
time process speeds, with user conveniences achieved
heretofore only on analog or hydrld computers.

The newly developed technology has also the po-
tential of supporting nuclear power plant optr •.tions

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

through continuous, on-line plant monitoring and
through failure diagnostics. The plant analyzer can
have, in principle. Its ini t ia l conditions continually
updated from plant conditions and, on demand, predict
with high speed, the outcome of contemplated remedial
actions before they are taken. This allows the opera-
tor to select optimum emergency responses.

THE PLAHT ANALYZER

Hardware Components

The plant analyzer assembled at BNL i s a general ,
f u l l y d i g i t a l s imulation f a c i l i t y and now programmed
to simulate s p e c i f i c a l l y the Peach Bottas -II power
plant . The plant anaiyzer w i l l so', I be programmed to
simulate any BUR power plant as s e l ec t ed through In-
teract ive keyboard commands. Plans are being deve l -
oped to simulate a l s o PVR power p lant s .

The plant analyzer components a r e : a PDP-11/J4
host computer, two AD10 peripheral processors with the
combined data memory of one megaword, two s i x t y - s e v e n
megabyte d i scs and one tape dr ive , a l i n e pr in ter , an
operator console and f ive remote access terminals , a
Model 4012 Tektronix storage osc i l l o scope (which
serves also as a keyboard termina l ) , and an IBM per-
sonal computer with a four-color graphics monitor cap-
able of displaying label led diagrams.

To achieve ten times greater than real-t ime simu-
l a t i o n speed in a BUR s imulat ion , one needs two AD10
processors working In p a r a l l e l . The minimum conf igu-
rat ion with ooly one AD10, but equipped with maximum
capac i t i e s of microprocessor rogram memory and one
negaword of data memory, an: one disc dr ive , one
printer and one Tektronix o s c i l l o s c o p e , would achieve
simulation speeds of only up to f ive times teal- t ime
process speed.

The AD10 processor Is s p e c i f i c a l l y designed to
Integrate e f f i c i e n t l y large systems of nonlinear o r d i -
nary d i f f e r e n t i a l equat ions . I t cons i s t s of seven
special-purpose microprocessors, each equipped with
i t s own Instruct ional memory. This enables fiva of
the seven processors to operate In p a r a l l e l . The
seven microprocessors are tt.e:

• Control Processor (COP) for control and timing
of a l l processors ,

• Decision Processor (DEP) for logic and binary
search needed for function generation,

• Arithmetic Processor (ARP) for addit ion, mul-
tiplication and interpolation (function gener-
ation),

• Numerical Integration Processor (NIP) for nu-
merical Integration of differential rquations.



• Memory Address Processor (MAP) for addressing
data memory,

• Bus-to-Bus Interface Processor (BIP) for data
transfer between ADIOs,

• Input/Output Channel Controller (IOCC) for I/O
control.

Prograi nodules (for summation, function genera-
tion, etc . ) are executed in sequence but most module
executions Involve several component processors work-
ing in parallel.

The microprocessors communicate with each other,
with the interleaved data memory and with the Host In-
terface Controller via a Multibus at the rate of 20
million words per second. All microprocessors are
synchronized and execute at the frequency of 10 MHz.
Pipelining In the ARP and NIP processors affords com-
posite operations ( I . e . , (A+B)*C+D In the AR?) to be
executed at the rate of 10 million composite opera-
tions per second. Arithmetic operations and function
generation is carried out in 16-bit Integer arithme-
t i c , numerical integration i s performed with a 48-blt
mantissa. The ADIO is not suitable for matrix Inver-
sions.*

The IOCC processor gives the fully digital AD10
the added features of an analog or hybrid computer.
This capability has been utilized by feeding 28 analog
input signals to the ADIO from a specially constructed
cc.iceol panel. Each control channel has a polarity
switch and a ten-turn linear re9lstor with readout
dial to select any dc voltage between -10 and +10V.
It also has Indicator lights for convenient recogni-
tion of channel status. The channels are used to
manually select any possible control system malfunc-
tion, valve malfunction or to select or change set
points or to introduce trip signals. The control
channel function assignment Is through software and
was chosen to emulate operator options and potentials
of plant disturbances.

Sixteen output analog channels have been assigned
through software to 15 selected plant parameters and
time (horizontal sweep). The output from these 16
channels can be stored simultaneously In the memory of
the IBM personal computer and afterwards displayed on
the multlcoto1- graphics monitor.

Up to 256 analog channels for input and output
processing can be made available on the two A1KG
units. Each channel Is scanned 200 tinea each second
with the currently used software package (-5 mi l l i -
second cycle time). Available, but not yet used, are
two sequential digital ports each capable of transmit-
ting 30,000 words per second. These will be needed
later for more demanding graphics displays.

The computing speed in the AD10 processor results
firstly from Its architecture, namely the parallel
processing by six microprocessors, pipeline executions
(seven stages In ARP), interleaving of data memory,
synchronous broadcasting of data, hardwired arithmetic
and the combination of fixed-point 16-blt arithmetic
with 48-bit pseudo-floating potnt arithmetic, and sec-
ondly from special progamming, namely the function
generation via table interpolation, instead of the

*.«. New FX processor will soon be available with a 32-
bit mantissa floating point arithmetic, that no long-
er requires scaling.

extended arithmetic (multiple evaluation of polynom-
i a l s ) . In general purpose computers, and the e f f i -
cient, high-order integration algorithms.

Software Components

The computer program associated with the plant
analyzer Is called HIPA-PB2. KIPA stands for High-
Speed Interactive Plant Analyzer program and PB2 in-
dicates that the program is plant-specific for the
Peach Bottom-II BUR power plant.

HIPA consists of two program parts, one for each
console. Each part consists of three f i l e s , the
CREATE, RELATE and SPECIFY DATA f i l e s .

The CREATE f i l e i s a sequence of subroutine calls
in the high-level, utate-equatlon oriented, system
simulation language MPS10 supplied by ADI. The sub-
routines perform the functions of analog computer e l e -
ments, such as summation, multiplication, function

. generation (multidimensional table Interpolation), in-
tegration, e tc . Therefore, the CREATE f i l e defines
the physical model of simulation, just as a patchboard
In an analog computer. All modeling equations are
scaled (unless an FX processor Is available).

The RELATE fi le Is written In standard FORTRAN.
It accepts a l l input Information, computes a l l con-
stant coefficients and responds to interactive changes
of parameters.

The SPECIFY DATA f i l e i s In free format and con-
tains a l l parameters, mostly operating and scaling pa-
rameters as well as gains and time constants of the
control systems, which the user wishes to alter from
the keyboard. It also contains the specification of
Integration algorithms, of specifications for output
format and run options and the specification of func-
tion table f i l e s .

The host computer executes the RELATE f i l e , loads
the CREATE f i l e , the coefficients from the RELATE f i l e
and the SPECIFY DATA f i le into the ADIO and then pass-
es keyboard conmands from the user terminal to the
ADIO, which in turn executes completely lndependtly
from the host, until Interrupted by the host.

One AD10 console is devoted entirely to the simu-
lation of the hydraulics In the pressure vessel. This
entails the integration of four field equations for 55
computational eel Is . *»2,3 -pĥ  second console Is used
to simulate neutron kinetics, thermal conduction In
the fuel, steam line acoustics, the thermohydraullcs
In the balance of the plant and the control systems.
Data transfer between the two consoles Is direct via
the bus-to-bus interface processor BIP.

RESULTS

The BWR Power Plant

Figure 1 i s a schematic of the Peach Bottom-II
plant as currently simulated In the plant analyzer.
Shown i n the schematic are also the feedwater contro l -
ler FW, the pressure regulator P and the rec irculat lon
flow contro l l e r RF (shaded b locks ) . The feedwater
contro l l er FW generates the tota l error from the mis-
match between the v e s s e l ' s incoming and outgoing mass
flows W, and from the mismatch between actual and
desired l eve l s L. I t then regulates Che admission of
steaa to the feedwater pump drive turbine. The pres-
sure regulator P senses stean l i n e pressure p and con-
tro l s the flows through turbine control and bypass
valves . The rec irculat ion flow contro l l er RF matches
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Figure 1. Schematic of BWR Power Plant Simulated in Plant Analyzer.

the rotational speed u of the generator with the

demand error P by adjusting the slip In the fluid

coupler between drive motor and generator.

Current Simulation Capabilities

More than 20 different transients and malfunc-
tions have been simulated so far. Developmental as-
sessment of the plant analyzer is now in progress.
Preliminary comparisons with results published by
General Electric Corporation show similar trends for
most of the listed transients.

Figures 2 and 3 show typical results from the
plant analyzer as obtained through the Tektronix stor-
age oscilloscope. The transient shown is an Antici-
pated Transient Without Scram (ATWS), Induced by main
steam isolation valve closures and executed without
redrculation pump trips. Shown are the early reponse
during the flrac five seconds and the pseudo-steady
oscillations caused later by the relief valve actions.

Computing Capacity

The BWR power plant simulation encompasses the
integration of .185 state equations and the evaluation
of 3,100 MPS10 module outputs. Some state equations
are Integrated several times with reduced time steps.
This results in the equivalent integration of 307
state variables and 3,400 module outputs every time
step. A time step Is completed in approximately 5.4
milliseconds. The maximum time step used is approxi-
mately 54 milliseconds.

These calculations require approximately half of
the instruction memory available In the two consoles
and considerably leas than half of the tabulated func-
tion memory.

Computing Accuracy

Earlier comparisons of AD10 results with results
from Control Data Corporation's Ci)C-76OO computer have
shown,4 that the plant analyzer caT reproduce com-
ponent simulations with 3-dlgit accuracy even for the
demanding simulation of the steam line acoustics.
Comparison of overall results^ produced an agree-
ment of approximately 5J of cotal parameter variation
or better for the simulation of the vessel hydraulics.
This shows clearly that the 16-bit integer arithmetic
in the ADln i s as accurate as nuclear power plant in-
strumentation. The accuracy is achieved even under
conditions of vanishing gradients or of steaiy-state
flow simulations.

Computing Speed

Earlier results3 have shown that the AD10 sim-
ulates with H1PA-PB2 the thermohydraullc transient t-.-
duced by a turbine trip from full power more than :^o
orders of magnitude faster than the large mainframe
computer CDC-7600 from Control Data Corporation, using
the same hydraulics models. The plant analyzer
achieves simulation speeds of ten times greater than
real-time process speeds for most transients. It i s
expected Chat all transients will be slmulaced at
least at approximately ten times real-tine computing
speeds.
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Figure 2 . Early System Response to
ATWS Trans ient .

Figure 3 . Long-Term Response to
ATWS Trans ient .

SUMMARY AMP CONCLUSION

High-speed s imula t ions of t r a n s i e n t s In a nuclear
pouer plant have been achieved in a l o w - c o s t , s p e c i a l -
purpose minicomputer. The hydraul ics models employed
for the nuclear steam supply system extend the s imula -
tion capabilities to encompass severe accidents which
may lead to phase separation and two-phase flow condi-
tions anywhere in the pressure vessel.

The newly developed technology has been shown to
-erve well for safety analyses and audit calculations,
where It sharply reduces the cost and execution time
normally encountered irtth large systems codes.

The technology has also the potential for sup-
porting nuclear power plant operations thr High contin-
uous, on-line plant monitoring and f ' * diagnos-
t ics . With i ts high simulation spec newly de-
veloped plant analyzer could allow t ~**"or to
predict ahead of time the outcome of r>- ted re-
medial maneuvers after an accident, provide i plant
analyzer is set up for contiguous, on-line i. i l iza-
tion from actual plant conditions.

The newly developed plant analyzer is certainly
suitable for efficient upgrading of existing training
simulators, the capabilities cf which need to be ex-
tended to Include severe accident conditions.
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